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the Acropolis) and of the Piraeus harbour. 

A combination of intelligent, cost-effective technology, contemporary art 
aesthetics and with an accent on comfort, leisure and fitness, this building 
is designed for a sophisticated, urban individual with demanding stan-
dards. Ideal as a pied-a-terre for international business executives or their 
families, this complex should draw interest from the shipping community 
as well as multinational companies for its hassle-free, all-in-one accom-
modation formula. 

With state-of-the-art amenities and extremely low maintenance out-
goings, this residence is particularly attractive because of: • A great 
location, in a quiet, old neighborhood of Piraeus, close to the port and 
the centre of Piraeus • Low building surcharges • 20 metre-long swim-
ming pool on the roof with panoramic views of Attica and the ships, 
(with led lights and wi-fi access.) Fully air-conditioned building • Indi-
vidual heating & cooking with natural gas • Gym (shared room), acces-
sible only with a special occupants card with wi-fi and equipped with 
treadmills, TV and other fitness equipment, as well as a pool table • 5x5 
football court with synthetic turf, LED lights and protected with a special 
safety net • Children’s playground with safety flooring, protected with 
a special safety net • Private verandas with ultimate privacy • Satellite & 
Phone & Data networks • Generator for all the communal electrical loads 
• Full-time building superintendent with his own flat within the building.

86 apartments for sale in sizes 
ranging from 35 sq. metres to 115 sq. metres. 

For sales queries, please contact:  
www.pzouganelis.gr, Tel. +30 210 6000 366.

New Law for investing 
in real estate in Greece

“Golden Visa” Law provides an incentive for non-Euro-
pean citizens to obtain a permanent residence permit in 
Greece through property acquisition, with a minimum 
value of €250.000.

WHY GREECE
• Ideal location - Meeting point of three continents 
•  One of the most popular tourist destinations in the 

world 
• Best climate: 250 days of sunshine per year
• Threshold of €250.000 - Lowest in Europe 
• Travel to Schengen countries without additional visas 
• No language criteria - No interview 
• No minimum stay required
• Rental of property allowed
• Quick and transparent procedures
•  Issue of permit within 2 months from submission of 

application

Our company provides:
All the necessary services and advice to obtain the resi-
dence permit with the help of our lawyers 

When Athens Insider magazine was invited to visit this magnificent 
structure that looms high in the Piraeus landscape, it felt like momen-
tarily being transported to a brand new construction in Shanghai or 
a super-exclusive apartment in New York. Covering nearly an entire 
block, the one-of-a-kind building PHAROS (lighthouse) is designed 
like a new ark in keeping with its location at the entrance to the port 
of Piraeus. The name for the complex was chosen not only for its 
nautical connection but also to serve as a beacon, a standard-bearer 
for future residences in Greece. 

Designer Kirios Criton weaves a narrative throughout the building, ty-
ing in contemporary Greek art with minimalist aesthetics. “CHI-RHO” 
the large Stephen Antonakos neon installation at the entrance beams 
translucent rays, a contemporary clin d’oeil to the conventional light-
house. The entrance walls resemble Piraeus’ fortifications and a nar-
row waterbody gurgling gently, gives the illusion of being by the sea. 
An impeccably manicured courtyard lies further ahead and another 

interior garden (seen only from the flats) lends an air of freshness. In-
stalled in the same interior garden, is the work of artist Diamantis Ai-
dini “Breaking the waves”.

With minimalist aesthetics and contemporary art, the building’s fa-
cades, along with their geometric recessions and extrusions generate 
the illusion of being in front of a magnified ship detail. The hallways 
resemble the wooden decks of a ship. The apartments vary from 35 
sq.mts for a bachelor pad to 115 square mts for a family apartment 
(all designed to be further extended by combining adjacent flats). The 
flats are done up with simple elegance: kitchens fitted with modern 
equipment, the bath with cool accessories and the bedroom closets in 
neutral shades of beige and blue.

The building comes equipped with a fitness floor and a mini-foot-ball 
field and large swimming pool on the terrace ‘deck”. And the view 
from the terrace is unbeatable: sweeping vistas of Athens (including 

A state-of-the-art apartment 
complex in Piraeus.

Published in the Athens Insider magazine

Civil engineer and developer Panos Zouganelis’ blue and grey masterpiece, Pharos in Piraeus, 
offers exclusive apartments with superlative facilities, at affordable sizes and prices. 

PHAROS - PIRAEUS - Port of Athens



Flats range from 45 m2 to 115 m2, with communal pool on the 
terrace overlooking the Acropolis, gym, caretaker at minimal cost 
(cleaning services, garden, swimming pool), no surcharges for cen-
tral heating as apartments are heated with natural gas, individual 
air conditioning in all apartments, TV with 4 satellites, wireless data 

& phone networks and underground parking for cars, motorcycles 
and bicycles. Located just 30 metres away from the Karaiskaki Metro 
station (exit Diligianni), very close to the Larissis train station, just 
10 minutes from the National highway and 25 minutes away from 
Piraeus port.

2 high structural quality detached homes with a unique architectural 
style and a great location across a quiet park with large trees and 
with easy access to Kifissias Ave. Each home features a heated swim-
ming pool with wooden deck and BBQ area, a well-appointed gar-
den, playroom with kitchen and bath, guest room, 3-4 independent 

garages, large internal lift for 6 with access to all levels of the home 
and state-of-the-art electronic equipment. The building exterior is 
completely finished while clients have the possibility of re-designing 
the interiors using high-quality materials according to their needs 
and aesthetics. Delivery of finished house within three months.

5-star hospitality with minimal surcharges.
An oasis of beauty, tranquility and pleasure.
Energy-saving & eco-friendly building with 24 apartments for sale.

For sales queries, please contact: www.pzouganelis.gr, Tel. +30 210 6000 366

Twin luxury villas at Stratigou Kallari 1 & Taygetou 15 in P. Psychico, 
each from 300 m2 to 465 m2, with possibility of unification.

PATHOS - PSYCHICO - High end suburb of Athens

MOSAICO - METAXOURGEIO - Center of Athens


